
Stories in Credit Analysis

Better to be always wrong than occasionally right:  The Rating Agency Paradox

At present, 113 sovereigns are rated by Moody’s while 127 are rated by S&P.   If you looked at 

the list and the ratings, you would not fail to notice that a substantial number were 

downgraded, some very severely, during the last few years.  Many others sport ratings that are 

likely to be changed drastically in the next few years.  If you had used these sovereign ratings for 

your investment decisions, you would have experienced considerable pain.  But not all ratings 

were/are wrong- just a material fraction.  This thoroughly reduces the usefulness of the 

sovereign credit rating of the rating agencies.  A forecaster, soothsayer or astrologer, who is 

worth anything beyond his gift of the gab, must be consistently right or consistently wrong.  Any 

other outcome makes the forecaster and his forecast useless.  Unfortunately, that is the case for 

sovereign ratings of the rating agencies.           

In India, a rating agency CARE has a reputation for assigning higher ratings than warranted.  As a 

credit investor in the Indian markets, this analyst has never been worried about this aspect of 

CARE’s proclivities and business development strategies (assigning a higher rating secures 

business from entities that expect to be rated better than by other rating agencies).  One can, 

on a consistent basis, adjust for this systemic bias of CARE.  What really worries us while using 

CARE’s ratings is an absolute lack of understanding of the credit story of the entity being rated. 

This is amply evident in the credit rating rationales of the credit rating agency.  It is this aspect of 

the credit rating that is worrying- not the propensity to assign a higher rating.  That results in the 

ratings being based on published financials, which by its very nature is backward looking.  Only 

with a clear understanding of the credit story of an entity can one prepare forward looking 

credit analysis.  Much like the international rating agencies, CARE’s poor understanding of the 

credit stories of the entities it rates makes its ratings sometimes right and sometimes wrong. 
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This cannot be adjusted for, unlike in the case of systematic bias towards higher rating.  And it is 

very dangerous.  

A forecaster who is almost always wrong is as good as a forecaster who is almost always right.  It 

is the forecaster who is sometimes right and sometimes wrong, on account of his poor 

understanding of an investment story, who is dangerous.  Though the record of being 

sometimes right and sometimes wrong has been starkly evident over the last few years in the 

case of sovereign credit analysis, investors would be committing a priceless folly if they think 

this error-prone proclivity of the rating agencies is restricted to sovereign credit analysis.  We do 

agree that the rating agency track record in the case of corporate debt is better than that for 

sovereign debt.   
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